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Dear Middle-Level Members and Advisers: 

     The state officer team is delighted to be hosting 4 upcoming

virtual Spring competitions. 3 for the high school level students

and 1 for the middle-level members. These competitions will

include pre-taken tests, pre-submission events, and live online

presentations. In addition to competitions, we will be hosting a

variety of workshops each day and the results will be posted

after the conference concludes. We hope to see you there

showing off your business skills and learning about business and

FBLA! 

   If your school isn't participating in Middle-Level 

Spring competition there will still be a variety of interactive

opportunities to participate in FBLA through social media and

our website. Enjoy the newsletter, see you all at the spring

competition.    

VP of Middle-Level Development 
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    Many people find it incredibly daunting to speak in

front of a large audience, but after some time and

practice, you will have immunity towards the fear and

stress of public speaking. I will be providing tips that

show your audience that you are professional and

confident. Keeping the audience interested is a huge

part of public speaking. Avoid saying things that are

not necessary and try to include things that you believe

are important or help further demonstrate an idea.

When speaking in front of others, it is very important

that you talk at a pace that the audience can keep up

with. You do not want to talk very fast, but you do not

want to talk very slowly either. 

   Acting professionally when talking in front of an

audience is just as important as having proper speech

manners. Maintaining eye contact with the audience is

very important because it shows them that you are

actually talking to them, which makes them

comfortable. Mentally dividing your audience into

three sections is a great strategy for making eye

contact because you can focus your attention to one

section and then to the next one and then finally to the

last one. You will be talking to everybody, but you will

be making eye contact with your audience one section

at a time. Just because the

COVID Pandemic is going on and everything is online,

does not mean you should not learn how to improve

your public speaking!

 

 

 

 

January 23 - Spring Competition 1

 

January 30 - Spring Competiton 2 

 

February 1-28: National CTE Month

 

February 1 - 

Spring LifeSmarts Competition

begins 

Spring Stock Market Game begins

Spring Virtual Business Finance

Challenge begins 

Spring Virtual Business

Management Challenge begins

SLC Registration begins

 

February  6 - Spring Competition 3

 

February 13 - Middle-Level Spring

Competition 
 

March 19 - SLC Registration Closes 
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by Ansh Khurana



VIRTUAL TIPS!
Due to risk from the covid-19, all competitive
events for the school year have been moved to a
virtual format. This adjustment will affect the way
members across the country compete. Take a
look at the newsletter this month for insight on
virtual competition!

EXTRA
ADVICE!

Check your
audio and
virtual call
features prior to
competition.
Ensure your mic
is working and
you are close
enough to be
audible to the
judge.

1.

2. Even though
competition is
virtual avoid
using
notecards. As it
will still be
obvious you are
reading rather
then paying
attention to the
judge.

COMPETING VIRTUALLY

 Competing virtually will be a brand new

experience requiring adaptability and

change in preparation. A great way to

practice for the virtual competition is to

have a zoom call with a friend or family

member or practice in the mirror.

Practicing this way will get you used to

looking at yourself while presenting and

using virtual features. In addition, you will

want to set up a nice area where you will

be able to sit comfortably and nicely

without interruption. You will also want a

nice but non-distracting background to

help you look professional. If you share

space with other family members request

that they can leave during your scheduled

session or are extra quiet. Regardless of

these details the most important thing is it

to know your presentation well and be

confident.


